
 
 
 

Master 2 Internship 
Mixing solving techniques on timing constraints with symbolic execution 

 
Real time systems are systems in which the respect of timing constraints on 
computations is as important as the results of computations. The problem of 
analyzing time constraints for such systems has been studied for several years 
mainly in relation with the formalism of timed automata ([AD94]). Time automata are 
transition systems labelled by timing constraints over time variables (called clocks).  
 Among techniques to solve such constraints, we can cite techniques based on 
regions or zones ([ACD93], [YPD94], [HNSY94]…). Those techniques are resolution 
techniques specific to time. As such, they are often more efficient than considering 
clock values simply as real numbers in general purpose solvers. At the LISE 
laboratory, we have developed symbolic execution techniques for labelled transition 
systems with data represented in a symbolic manner, and we have adapted those 
techniques to handle constraints of timed automata ([EGL11], [BGLE12]). The 
purpose of the internship is to study the state of the art techniques in solving timing 
constraints with a particular emphasis on techniques based on regions or zones. The 
internship will be continued by studying how to integrate a selected relevant 
technique for timing constraint solving into a symbolic execution based testing 
algorithm. Implementations will be conducted as an extension of the symbolic 
execution tool Diversity developed at CEA LIST. 
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